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Electronic Digital Signature
Good Afternoon Sezzers!
I was wondering if anyone here knows how to add a signature on a document
on MS Word. Right now, I print the document, sign it myself, then scan it
in. I am guessing this is archaic and feel there has to be some way of
being able to sign a document without the extra steps.
Any suggestions?

Create a image File of your signature, and then drop that into the signature line of your letters,
pleadings, whatever. I do this for all my correspondence, and then I print it to a PDF before I
send it out.
Leo M. Mulvihill, Jr., Pennsylvania

Lots of ways to do this, but a quick one is to make a signature you like,
scan it, crop it, save it as a jpeg image, then drop it in to outgoing
letters in the appropriate place. Just make sure it is transparent or the
white background will block out any text it sits on top of.
Kevin W. Grierson, Virginia

It all depends on how you want to electronically sign you document.
1. Drop a scanned signature into the document (as per Leo)
2. Put "/s your name" or "/s/ your name" where your signature would go
3. Use echosign, docusign or other service to apply a digital signature.
Personally, I use option 2 because it is simple.
Henry Park, New York
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I save to PDF first, and then use Acrobat to insert my scanned signature.
David A. Shulman, Florida

You can do it with various versions of adobe acrobat--Acrobat 11 is very easy.
Josh Friedman, Illinois

I am in the middle of working on digital signature stamps for some
colleagues, so if anyone wants to send me their scanned signature, I'll be
happy create the transparent background version for you gratis.
Just try to use nice thinkish ink and scan normally.
Nancy Duhon, Georgia
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